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live auction summary

The Hopewell Valley Stampede Public Art Exhibit displayed 69 life-sized,
decorated and embellished fiberglass oxen throughout Hopewell Valley, New Jersey
from August 19 through October 19, 2014.
Eleven of those oxen were set aside for a live auction fundraiser taking place at the
Hopewell Valley Arts Council Gala on January 24th at GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE.

Mission Statement
The mission of the Hopewell Valley Arts Council is to celebrate and promote art
in the everyday, thereby nurturing a vibrant, creative and involved community.
By broadly defining the arts, the Council’s goal is to cultivate creative exploration
and awareness through a variety of events and activities that
encourage participation, appreciation and artistic vision.

Agricolox
Artist: Nancy Stark
Sponsor: Brick Farm Market
My ox, named “Agricolox” (which is a play on the Latin word ‘Agricola’ for farmer) is a
homage to both the rich, deep and important history of farming in the Hopewell Valley
dating back to the early 1700’s, as well as a nod to the resurgence of small scale and
sustainable farming and the emergence of food stands and farm-to-market efforts taking
place here today.
The ox design displays the eco-culture of high summer in the Hopewell Valley. The
background of Agricolox shows the golden fields of a typical farm seen throughout the
Valley in late summer. Layered on top of the landscape is a depiction of the many types
of prominent vegetables and flowers that are plentiful and available from the farms and
gardens across the region such as corn, jersey tomatoes and zinnias. Also included are
whimsical portrayals of birds, bees and other insects that populate and enjoy our gardens
and meadows.

Agricolox
Artist: Nancy Stark
About the Artist
Born in Minneapolis, MN, Nancy Stark wound her way from the Midwest to the east coast
where she received her art education from the College of New Jersey. She is both a fine
artist specializing in landscapes, as well as a certified art educator and instructor. For
over 35 years, Stark has been the owner of Stark Designs, providing faux and decorative
painting, sign and furniture painting, set design and color consulting to individuals and
organizations in and around the Hopewell Valley. Her fine art works, hand-painted signs
and custom painting can be found in private homes and businesses throughout the
Valley, and her murals and restoration painting are in the Kalmia Club in Lambertville and
Drumthwacket, the official residence of the Governor.
Most recently, Stark opened Filling Station Studios in Hopewell, a small art cooperative
featuring upcycled, hand-painted furniture, custom signs and painting workshops, as well
as decorative and vintage home, kitchen and garden décor.

Agricolox

ArtToro
Artist: E. Gyuri Hollósy and Mary M. Michaels
Sponsor: Pennington Quality Market
ArtToro is an ox from Hopewell Valley, NJ. He is friendly, approachable, majestic,
and powerful–but also a bit sassy, too. ArtToro is unique among oxen for his following
characteristics:
• In a reversal of roles, he is dressed as a matador in his traje de luces (suit of lights) with
the metallic trim, and especially the highly decorated shoulder pads.
• He is arrayed with multiple sections, mimicking plates of armor, giving him extra power
and self-defense.
• He has an armadillo-like tail, further enhancing his protection.
• Below his knees are the rose colored stockings that are typically worn by the matador.
• His hooves are polished and black, similar to the zapatillos (shoes) of the matador.
• The end of his tail, his ears and his forehead are finished with dreadlocks, which are the
corded hair of a Puli dog,
a Hungarian sheepdog.
• In his ear, he has a large metal earring where he normally would have his tag, giving
ArtToro just a hint of a hip attitude.

ArtToro
Artist: E. Gyuri Hollósy and Mary M. Michaels
About the Artists
E. Gyuri Hollosy (hollosy.com) was born in a small village in the Bavaria region of Germany
and is descended from two Hungarian painters. In 1955, his family moved to Cleveland,
where he studied at the Cleveland Institute of Art, before earning his BFA from Ohio
University where he studied with sculptor David Hostetier. Hollosy spent more than five
years in the military and then continued his fine art studies at Tulane University, where he
earned his MFA. He has taught at Tulane, Washington University, Bethany College and the
Johnson Atelier in Mercerville, NJ.
The artist’s love of and fascination with medieval armor has subconsciously influenced
his work in recent years, and led Hollosy to discover a new sculptural approach that has
evolved into what he describes as a “strongly delicate, unique and personal style”.
Over the past 38 years, Hollosy has been awarded numerous commissions, and he has
received several exhibition awards and professional grants, including a grant from the Helen
and Georg Segal Foundation, the Ludwig Vogelstein Foundation, and the Herk van Tongeran
Sculpture Award from the Atlantic Foundation.

Mary M. Michaels (marymichaels.com) graduated from the Maryland Institute, College
of Art, Baltimore with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art Teacher Education and also studied
independently under Hope Horn. During this time, she taught art for several years.
Currently, she primarily creates small-scale landscape paintings in pastels on location “en
plein air,” and concentrates on local Mercer County vistas that have been permanently set
aside as open space for future generations.
Mary has exhibited in several group, solo and juried show and her paintings are in various
private collections. She had a solo exhibition at the Queenstown Gallery in Pennington and
a joint show at the Arts Council of Princeton. Mary was also invited and participated in the
Pinot to Piccaso art auction for the Arts Council of Princeton. In addition, she is one of the
D&R Greenway Land Trust artists. Currently, she is a senior user experience strategist and
director of training for Human Factors International, specializing in interaction design and
user experience issues on the Web.

ArtToro

Babe the Blue Ushi
Artist: Kate Eggleston
Sponsor: Straube Foundation and the Tenants
of Straube Center
“Babe the Blue Ushi” is a product of East meets West. From the West, Babe the Blue Ox,
the beloved best friend of Paul Bunyan (as I was inspired by in my childhood). And from
the East, the Japanese art of shibori, a dye process using indigo (a technique I am currently
exploring as an artist); also, “ushi” translates to ox in Japanese.
With this design, I used a combination of arashi, kumo, and itajime shibori techniques
(resist dyeing) on cotton, which I then glued to the ox directly. Indigo retains its color
with exposure to UV light, so there is no worry of fading if the ox is outdoors (plus the
automotive seal coat the ox received will protect the fabric further).
I wanted to bring a childhood folk tale to life-sized proportions with this sculpture, perhaps
inspiring a younger generation to enjoy the melding of American and Japanese cultures.

Babe the Blue Ushi
Artist: Kate Eggleston
About the Artist
Kate Eggleston received her B.A. in Visual Arts from Ramapo College of New Jersey in
2005, along with an NJ Art Teacher K-12 certification. After teaching each grade level over
the course of six years (high school being the favorite), she took a break from education to
concentrate on her own work.
Working intuitively, Kate allows the subject matter to dictate the materials. Art making
provides her with perspective, and affords her the time to mull over the events in her life as
the work progresses. Kate playfully crafts sardonic metaphors for the female experience,
including but not limited to domesticity, modern culture, and motherhood. She is
constantly experimenting with new media and honing her creative processes.
She enjoys comics, Renaissance faires, geocaching, petting zoos, and spending summers
in Port Loring, Ontario with family. She lives in NJ with her husband, daughter, and their
furry, four-legged babies.

Babe the Blue Ushi

Iron Oxide
Artist: Kristen Birdsey
Sponsor: A Friend of the HV Arts Council
“Iron Oxide” is Olly in a suit of weathered armor, as if that armor has been protecting him
for many years. I had an image in my head of a really rough and tough ox, and I thought,
“How could I make a tough animal even tougher?” Armor! Like a knight.
The armor will be mostly just painted on, but where there are seams, I used Magic Sculpt
to create ridges so that he really looks like he’s wearing actual armor pieces. His “armor”
will have some decorative elements on the sides. He has three armor panels, the top layer
(which is attached to the body of the armor) is a rusted iron color, and the two panels
underneath are painted like tarnished gold and oxidized bronze. Large bolts are screwed
into the side to make decorative studs in the armor. His cowl is made out of real chainmail,
attached permanently with heavy acrylic medium and with a ridge built over it with Magic
Sculpt to help it stay attached.
I used metallic acrylic paints for the
armor, with metallic pigments mixed
into make them look even more like
real metal. The weathering is done
using rust-colored acrylic, sponged
on and lightly sanded to give it the
appearance of real wear and tear.
The ox’s face and parts of his body
that show between the armor panels
are painted semi-realistically.

Iron Oxide
Artist: Kristen Birdsey

About the Artist
Since she was a young girl, all forms of art have fascinated artist Kristen Birdsey, but her
true passion has always been visual art.
In high school, she developed a deeper love and appreciation for drawing, which led her to
win several awards, including Daughters of the American Revolution Stamp Competition,
the NJ Congressional Art Competition Best in Show and the Doodle 4 Google competition in
2008.
She studied at Moore College of Art and Design, which offered her both a Presidential
Scholarship and the prestigious Visionary Women’s Award Scholarship. There, she majored
in illustration and was mentored by well-known illustrators Christina Hess, Dominick
Saponaro and Richard Harrington.
At Moore, she gained an interest in 50’s pin-up illustration and developed a technique
using markers and colored pencils in conjunction with each other to create a semi-realistic
cartoon style.
Her work has hung in the US Capitol building and is the founder and creative energy behind
K-Bird Illustration.

Iron Oxide

Jersey Strong (as an Ox)
Artist: Leon Rainbow
Sponsor: The Brandon Farms Community
The “Jersey Strong (as an Ox)” design is a play on words combining the “Jersey” Strong
Slogan that was recently used as an rallying cry post-Hurricane Sandy in New Jersey
with the cliché “Strong as an Ox”. I took the style energy and colors of graffiti tied to the
slogan Jersey Strong to give it a new narrative. From a design standpoint the design is a
perfect harmony of warm and cool colors. Each side uses the exact same colors and similar
lettering to tie both sides of the ox together. The word Jersey and the state’s silhouette is
filled in greens to represent “The Garden State.” I used the purple dimension and warm
orange backsplash to set the green piece off the background. I added strategically placed
cyan chips to move the eye to other parts of the ox. The Strong is basically the exact
opposite of the Jersey piece. It uses blues in the fill of the piece to represent the shore. The
orange dimension and green black splash helps to give the piece depth. The purple chips
finish the “Strong” design.

Jersey Strong (as an Ox)
Artist: Leon Rainbow
About the Artist
A Trenton-based artist who combines graffiti, street art and other artistic forms into his
innovative projects and events; Rainbow’s art is a fusion of life and imagination. His
images and message resonate with a wide variety of people, as they register his protest,
agreement, joy and frustrations with social issues and current events.
At an early age, Rainbow mastered block letters, and he has since built on that foundation
by exaggerating the letters into elaborate forms and styles, thus forging a strong connection
to hip-hop culture.
The artist serves as the Executive Director of Albus Cavus, a non-profit based in Washington
DC that utilizes the power of public art for community development and to revitalize public
spaces. Committed to community service, Rainbow annually curates two art festivals in
New Jersey and teaches workshops in the Trenton After-School Program.

Jersey Strong (as an Ox)

“Lenni Lenapi” Our Native Residents
Artist: Morris E. Docktor
Sponsor: Hopewell Valley Community Bank
My design for the ox is twofold. First, it is a portrait of a Randall Line Back Oxen and
second, but no less important, is a historical tribute to the Lenni Lenapi, the native
residents of the Hopewell Valley for 14,000 years.
I chose to depict the Randall Line Back Oxen Breed for its black and white markings. When
the fiberglass ox form is viewed from a distance it should appear as the black and white
bespeckeled Randall Ox. When the piece is experienced up close the markings clarify into
representational depictions of Lenapi life along the wooded Delaware River in Hopewell
Valley.
The native people are depicted in daily life in native costumes, with canoes, encampments,
log long house, and temporary shelters. Sadly, they are all but gone from our valley today,
but this piece will stand as a lasting and sacred memory of our original neighbors.

“Lenni Lenapi” Our Native Residents
Artist: Morris E. Docktor

About the Artist
Born in Philadelphia and raised in a semi-rural suburb of the city, Morris Docktor spent
many hours in the city’s museums as a child. After graduating from high school, he
studied at Temple University’s Tyler College of Art and then enrolled at the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, where he concentrated on painting and sculpture. Throughout his
school years, the artist supported himself as a portrait artist, architectural illustrator and
mural painter.
As a well-known and respected artist in the region, Docktor has been awarded numerous
commissions, including by Dow Jones, American Standard, and West End Corp. Recently,
he was commissioned by the Roebling Museum and Historic Society to create an
impressive, life-sized bronze sculpture of Charles Roebling, who designed and built the
town of Roebling, NJ.
He and his wife, Lynn, currently live in the iconic berm house in Hopewell, an innovative
dwelling that incorporates a geo-thermal system as well as other energy efficient measures.

“Lenni Lenapi” Our Native Residents

Mooo’ndrian
Artist: Hopewell Valley Central High School Doc O’Boyle and Student Artists
Sponsor: Capital Health
Piet Mondrian was one of the great painters of the 20th Century. After painting for decades
in his native Netherlands, he turned to America for its vibrant jazz and the neon lights of
Broadway for influences and artistic inspiration.
Mondrian’s vocabulary of bold lines and primary colors speaks to the language of
abstraction and its timelessness in its elemental and primary components. It is instantly
recognizable. His abstract grids have been popularized in haute couture fashion, as well as
the signature design on private jets, costly race cars and the sedans of the rich.
We have taken the abstract grid motif of Mondrian and adapted it onto the surface of one
of his iconic images – the ox or bullock for all to enjoy. It reflects a sense of artistic humor,
an acknowledgement of his relevance to contemporary life and a homage to the elements of
art… which transcend the limitations of language, time and culture.

Mooo’ndrian
Artist: Hopewell Valley Central High School Doc O’Boyle and Student Artists
About the Artist
Doc O’Boyle has been at Hopewell Valley Central High School for three and a half decades.
With the experience of having taught thousands of students, Doc has shared with students
the academic style to establish a foundation for their personal works. He has been
acclaimed both for his watercolors and drawings, ranging from silverpoint to mixed media
pieces and he shares these techniques with his students.
O’Boyle is represented in over a hundred prestigious collections including the New Jersy
State Museum. Among his numerous honors, he has been awarded the Governor’s Teacher
of the Year (twice) and the Princeton University Award as Distinguished Secondary Teacher.
Having jumped through all the hoops to obtain his BFA,MFA, and a double PhD, O’Boyle
shares with his artist wife, Carrie their greatest accomplishment…their daughter Maura
Grace. He considers himself to be truly blessed with the wonderful students with whom he
has worked.

Mooo’ndrian

Ox for All Seasons
Artist: Ken McIndoe
Sponsor: Morehouse Engineering
The Ox, a worker, embodies qualities of strength, permanence and patience.
Humans have used oxen to plough fields and raise crops, to carry provisions and possibly
to become food itself.
The Ox is an animal of all seasons enduring as all other animals through all seasons.
My painting on the Ox follows the cycle of seasons: Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter
that flow one into another.
The Ox is accompanied by other animals and plants as appropriate to the design.
I painted with acrylic paints, Gamblin and Utrecht brands and applied the Golden’s mineral
spirit acrylic varnish.

Ox for All Seasons
Artist: Ken McIndoe
About the Artist
Hopewell painter Ken McIndoe has taught at the Art Students League of New York since
1981 and has also taught landscape workshops in Ireland, South Korea, Alaska, New
York and New Jersey. “In the action is the discovery. I hope to provide visual ideas to feed
that action—ideas about drawing, color, space, form and rhythm. I think the artist should
work both from nature and from imagination—from the outside and the inside. You have
to be guided by your knowledge and intuition, and aspire to a vision of a world that has no
intention of waiting for you,” notes McIndoe.
“I studied with Robert Beverly Hale and Sidney Dickinson at the League and at the same
time began to work outside in the urban and rural landscape. Those experiences continue
to be a great source of discovery. They give me the chance to dare to paint.”
McIndoe was born in London and lived in Liberia and England before coming to New York.
He received the New Jersey State Council on the Arts Fellowships in 1987 and 2000.
He has exhibited in numerous solo and group exhibitions, including the New Jersey State
Artists Exhibition at the State Museum in Trenton, the New Jersey State Fellowships
exhibition, and with the Street Painters. His paintings are included in many private
collections.

Ox for All Seasons

Think Inside the Ox
Artist: NineTomatoes Mandalas by Dana Weekley
Sponsor: Capital Health
“Think Inside the Ox” is a visual representation of the life force that creates worlds. This
powerful energy thrives in all animals and humans, emanating from the heart center,
pulsing through and beyond the body, and connecting us with all other radiant beings.
The mandala (circle of life) is the centerpiece of this Ox design, strategically placed at the
heart. It was created specifically for the Ox and is printed on hundreds of paper puzzle
pieces, decoupaged together to create the final look.
This mandala design illustrates the movement of radiant energy from the heart throughout
the body and beyond. Animals, like the Ox, are naturally tuned into this force, but human
habits and conditioning often interfere with our ability to access it. Remembering how
to tap into this flow strengthens us physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually,
dramatically improving our daily lives. “Think Inside the Ox” to reconnect to your own
infinite power.

Think Inside the Ox
Artist: NineTomatoes Mandalas by Dana Weekley
About the Artist
In 2007, Dana was suddenly given deeper access to her inner world through art. The
heavens opened and gifted her a limitless supply of lines, symbols and colors that she
uses to create mandalas. Within each one, there are coded messages for the viewer, from
general awareness to individual concerns.
The mandala (or circle) is the origin of life. Its center represents the eye of the Creator,
and gently directs us to the infinite space within. The mandalas remind us that behind our
physical facades, we’re each our own perfect, beautiful pattern, exquisitely individual, yet
connected in the stillness as One. All wisdom exists here, and nothing of true value can be
born from any other vantage point.
NineTomatoes Mandalas have delivered their messages to individuals, studios and
businesses in the US, Canada, South America, and all over Europe.

Think Inside the Ox

Wizard of OX
Artist: Janet Keller Laughlin & Alissa Keller Laughlin
Sponsor: A Hopewell Book Group
Wizard of Ox, celebrates nature! Adorned with lush leaves and fruits that orbit the sky,
Reflecting color by day while glowing at night. Embellished gem stones cascade from his
forehead.
Centered and aligned with the divine.

Wizard of OX
Artist: Janet Keller Laughlin & Alissa Keller Laughlin
About the Artists
This mother-daughter professional artists team, express their love of nature, and delight
with all things magical! They have combined a variety of painting, sculpture & printmaking
methods to create the whimsical & regal “Wizard of Ox”
Janet Keller Laughlin is a award winning artist: Illustrator, Painter, Sculptor, Botanical
Artist, and Textile Designer. Her love of nature and the botanical world has been a lifelong
source of inspiration and reference that becomes subject, object or material in her art.
Janet has won numerous awards including the Thouron Prize for painting from The
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts,“Magnificent Landscapes” winner for her tapestry
in Rug Hooking Magazine’s Celebrations XX, and The Botanical Arts Creativity Award, for
Botanical Sculpture made out of plant material from The Garden Club of America. In New
York and Philadelphia, Janet worked as an illustrator & designer for television, advertising,
book publishing, and theater for companies that include: WPVI-TV, Macy’s Special
Productions, Silver Burdett & Ginn.
She has a BFA in Illustration & Graphic Design from Moore College of Art & Design, Post
Baccalaureate, Painting & Sculpture Studio for Advanced Study, and Certificate in Painting
& Sculpture, from the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Phila. PA. Janet teaches
regionally and works as a freelance artist. She exhibits in regional and national shows
including Grounds for Sculpture and The Philadelphia Flower Show. Her work can be found
in private and corporate collections throughout the United States.

Alissa Keller Laughlin is a fiber artist, photographer, painter and advocate of nature. She is
a 4th generation artist, who grew surrounded by art and gardens. Alissa has a BFA in Fine
Arts from Chapman University, CA and a Certifcate in Graphic Design from Moore College
of Art & Design PA. She has worked as a painter for the Mural Arts Program in Philadelphia
for community murals, and teaches art to children (K-5). Known for her Upcycled Jewelry
& Wearable Art, she was recently invited to a juried show at the Noyes Museum of Art,
Oceanville, NJ She exhibits and sells her work in galleries and regional shows through
which she has developed an international cliental as well.

Wizard of OX

Indigene
Artist: Clifford Ward
Sponsor: Hopewell Valley Arts Council
Embracing the mythologies, cultures and ethos of the African Diaspora, Australian
Aborigines, Native Americans and Maori People of New Zealand through dance, religion
and spirituality, my work has evolved into a “potpourri” of many of these indigenous
peoples’ cultures.
My work is developed from first idea/subject and then my symbols and designs are
improvisationally drawn. The color combination of black with unbleached titanium is used
to give textural visual effects. With my ox, I thought this was appropriate since it is a set/
finite subject, but the design work has no limits. Ancient, indigenous-like designs and
symbols are always consistent with my work. With gold being the principal or most valued
metal in alchemy, I have used it sparingly on the elegant, spiritual ox.
I gave the name “Indigene” to my ox because it is a strong, tribal-like figure that remains
consistent throughout my work and acts as my symbol for so many of these ancient
cultures. The ox, likewise, is a strong and symbolic animal.
It is important that I bring my work to ‘ordinary, everyday’ people, for it is from these
people (past and present) that my work is inspired.

Indigene
Artist: Clifford Ward

About the Artist
Clifford Ward is a resident artist at the Grounds for Sculpture. He entered the Johnson
Atelier in 1997 where he first worked as an apprentice. Cliff became a teacher in metal
chasing, then a teacher on the technical teaching staff in metal chasing.
Currently residing in Philadelphia, Cliff’s work has been displayed in numerous regional
exhibitions in the Philadelphia, New Jersey and New York areas. His work is currently on
display at The Gallery at Chapin in Princeton, NJ until October 31, 2014.

Indigene

